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See their eyes see their hate
Feel the stares burn in my head
And they know they're better than you

They criticize your choice of life
Don't realize that they're the ones not right
But you find out in the end
You proved them wrong
We can't return to their wicked ways

A jealous laugh that was meant for you
An understanding smile won't do
They don't know we will be king

Until the time we take control
We'll be trapped inside their world
We will see where we're gonna be
Don't try to tell us what to say

Nowhere to run no place to hide away
We'll crawl up from our knees, we've someting to say
We're calling out, can anyone hear our plea ?
Locked inside a world without a key

We're troubled youth we want your praise
But in return get nothing but disgrace
They're no better than you

We feel the hand of your reprimand
Clench your fist and show them what you found
You got to find out for yourself
What you must do
Cry out for the pain you feel
Nowhere to run no place to hide away
We'll crawl up from our knees, we've someting to say
We're calling out, can anyone hear our plea ?
Locked inside a world without a key

We're all trapped inside, locked away
Buried alive and left to decay
Guilt is stained by the blood
Upon their hands
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We must repent, not walk away
Believe all the lies that they have to say
We'll forget all that
You got to take your stand
See their eyes see the hate
Feel the stares burn in your head
And they know they're better than you

They terrorize the roads you run
Don't realize that they are the ones not right
Once you find out in the end
You'll prove them wrong
Cry out for the pain you feel

Nowhere to run no place to hide away
We'll crawl up from our knees, we've someting to say
We're calling out, can anyone hear our plea ?
Locked inside a world without a key
Trapped inside a world without a key
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